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Species

Size

Type

Price per 1000

Spicebush

12-18"

Seedlings

$580.00

8-15"

Seedlings

$260.00

Silver Maple

18-24"

Seedlings

$590.00

Black Walnut

18-24"

Seedlings

$640.00

Silky Dogwood

12-18"

Seedlings

$430.00

River Birch

18-24"

Seedlings

$650.00

Swamp White Oak

12-18"

Seedlings

$560.00

Speckled Alder

12-18"

Seedlings

$900.00

7-10"

Seedlings

$230.00

Transplants

$795.00

American Arborvitae

White Pine
Norway Spruce

16-24"

#ONTACT US TODAY FOR COMPLETE SEEDLING LIST
 TH 3T s (OLLAND -) 
   s &AX    s %MAIL INFO ALPHANURSERIESCOM

WWWALPHANURSERIESCOM

www.woodywarehouse.com
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Trees to Table: Special Sugar Maple Issuee

We hope you enjoy this special issue of ɥ F0IJP8PPEMBOE+PVSOBM
ple
highlighting the sugar maple industry in Ohio. Not only is our prized maple
syrup featured--our authors explore many aspects of sugar maple, covering
ng
rs,
topics such as tree characteristics, an invasive insect of concern, gym floors,
the
he
and a value added maple syrup product, as well as how you can “tap” into the
sugar maple industry as a producer or a consumer.
– Greg Smith, Editor
Sugar maple in Ohio, how sweet it is!
8JOUFS]
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Robert Boyles
ODNR Deputy Director and
Chief, Division of Forestry
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Change in the maple woods
of northeast Ohio

I

want to let you know of a couple of recent changes in the
Division of Forestry as we “mark” the retirements of two Marks,
both from the northeastern
part of the state.
Mark Popichak, or Pops to his
friends, retired in October as our
longest current tenured forester.
Mark began his career with the
Division of Forestry in Burton in
1979, working with landowners in
northeast Ohio as a private lands
service forester. Mark distinguished
himself by his leadership and
.BSL1PQJDIBL
mentoring with the
forest industry through
the OFA Master Logger
program, as an officer
in the Northeast Ohio
Loggers’ Chapter, by
providing continuing
education
training,
and conducting master
logger site inspections
for the certification
program. Pops is wellliked and respected by
his fellow foresters, the
forest industry, and the
cooperating landowners
#PC#PZMFTBOE.BSL8JMUIFX
he served.
Mark Wilthew began his ODNR career as a reclamation inspector
with the Division of Reclamation out of the Jackson and later Salem
offices. He came to the Division of Forestry in 1989 as a service
forester, also out of our Burton office. In 2006, Mark was promoted
to Service Forestry Coordinator for the northeastern and eastern
district, and in 2008 he added statewide duties as Ohio Forest Tax
Law Program Coordinator. Mark is very knowledgeable on maple
syrup production and was our maple answer man. His knowledge
and friendly manner will be missed.
We wish both Marks happiness for their well-earned retirements,
and greatly appreciate the significant impact they have both made
on the renewable forest resource of northeast Ohio and beyond.

Paul Mechling, DVM
Ohio Tree Farm Committee, Chair

Thoughtsfrom the
B

Woods

y mid-December’s writing of these thoughts, Old Man Winter
was held at bay here at Snowy Oak Tree Farm. Our December
weather seems to have occurred in November when 26 inches
of snow fell, snow covered the ground for two weeks, and the ponds
froze over, sending the waterfowl south. The snow cover was gone
by the first day of deer season. With the mild weather, we replaced
14,000 feet of maple sap tubing and cleared several acres of multistemmed red maple to be planted with conifers and red and white
oak in the spring.
The Ohio Tree Farm Committee (OTFC) was busy in the fall. All
55 of the 2014 re-certifications of Ohio tree farms were completed.
Walt Lange put together a number of excellent educational seminars
at the Paul Bunyan Show. 7E WELCOMED NEW /4&# MEMBERS
!LAN 7 ALTER -ARCUS (OHOLICK $AN #ASTELLUCCI $A VE
#OLDWELL AND #OTTON 2ANDALL 7E ALSO SAID GOOD BY TO
A GROUP RETIRING WHO HA VE DONE SO MUCH FOR THE / 4&#
4OM "ERGER #LARENCE 2OLLER "RUCE 7 ILLIS AND $ONNA
AND 7ALT ,ANGE
Grant money from the American Forest Foundation was awarded
to the OTFC to update our membership database and strategically
plan for the next 5-10 years.
We will be hosting the annual tree farm luncheon Thursday,
February 12, 2015 to announce "MBO8BMUFSBTUIF0IJP5SFF
'BSNFSPGUIF:FBS and conduct a silent auction of Ohio woodland
products (see related articles on pages 22 and 29). Dean Berry, Tom
Mills, and Cassie Ridenour are attending the National Leadership
Conference in St. Louis in February. We hope to send a delegation
of tree farmers to the Washington, D.C. Fly- In, April 28-29, 2015 to
educate our U.S. legislators about the importance of healthy forests.
The OTFC is preparing for the 2015 random audit of Ohio tree
farmers for recertification.
The hot topic concerning Ohio tree farmers is the Current
Agricultural Use Valuation (CAUV) of their woodlands. Forty-one
Ohio counties had their CAUV numbers reappraised in 2014. The
increase in real estate taxes is $15-$20 per acre on most soil types
across the state. Personally, the CAUV on my tree farm has increased
more than six-fold since 2008. The impact of this increased real
estate tax could have a devastating effect on forestland in Ohio.
More woodland will be cleared, fragmented into lots, or otherwise
developed. We might have already seen the most woodland acreage
in modern times in Ohio.
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF
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Perspectives Continued…
I am serving on a CAUV task force committee chaired by State
Representative John Patterson. We met with the Ohio House Ways
and Means Committee to raise a number of issues including changing
portions of the CAUV formula. Ohio Forestry Association, Ohio
Farmers Union, and Ohio Farm Bureau have all expressed their
opinion and solutions to the legislature, Governor, and Ohio Tax
Commission. There appears to be bipartisan support to revise and
update the CAUV formula, with widespread agreement for change.
This change will probably take some time.

Representative Patterson recently introduced a resolution into
the Ohio House to stress the urgency and potential devastation
to agriculture and forestry in Ohio caused by the outdated CAUV
formula. ODNR Deputy Director and Chief of the Division of
Forestry Robert Boyles is also working to revise Ohio Forest Tax Law
to help woodland owners. I urge all tree farmers to contact their state
representatives and senators and stress the need for change for the
survival of forestland in Ohio. Tell them the good forests do: clean
air, clean water, carbon sequestration, wildlife, recreation, aesthetics,
mental therapy, and jobs. Get involved and spread the word!
This winter 2015 issue of ɥ F0IJP8PPEMBOE+PVSOBM takes a special
look at the importance of the maple industry in Ohio. In 2014, Ohio
produced 130,000 gallons of maple syrup. Sugarbushes are found
throughout Ohio, but the primary production is in the northeastern
portion of the state. Sap production generally begins by late February
with long, cold, snowy winters extending the season into April. Both
sugar maple and red maple are used to make syrup. With the advent
of reverse osmosis systems, the lower sugar yielding red maple is
now used much more for syrup. The maple industry appears to be
expanding in Ohio with more producers and improving technology
in tubing, spiles, vacuum, and reverse osmosis systems. So, enjoy
Ohio Maple, it is naturally sweeter!
One last thought from Aldo Leopold: “When we see land as a
community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love
and respect.”
1IPUPTGVSOJTIFECZUIFBVUIPS
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Family and friends at the Mechling’s
Snowy Oak Tree Farm in Ashtabula County
share the syrup harvesting.
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Since 1948, the members of the Association of Consulting Foresters of America (ACF) have worked with
respect and cooperation with woodland owners to keep their land healthy, while also providing for wildlife,
recreation, and the growth and harvesting of quality trees.
MembersoftheACFarelocatedthroughoutOhioandcanassistyouwiththecareofandmanagementof
yourwoodland. VisittheACFwebsiteatwww.acf-foresters.orgorcall888-540-tree.
JoelBerry,ACF330-567-3902
JamesChattin,ACF740-357-7506
LynneEbel,ACF910-391-8739
PaulHelser,ACF740-501-3469
WilliamSistrunk,ACF740-401-0866
StanleySwierz,ACF614-262-1501
ScottCostello,$&)937-284-2544

Richard Cappell, ACF 937-408-5715
Koral & Randy Clum, ACF 330-364-2386
Peter Gayer, ACF 740-779-3917
Walter Saaranen, ACF 937-393-4032
James Stafford, ACF 740-453-4400
Jed Coldwell, ACF 330-223-2364
Gary Vollrath, ACF 740-286-4884
8JOUFS]
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#URRENT 53$! -APLE 3YRUP 'RADES
'2!$% ! ,)'(4 !-"%2 IS A LIGHT GOLDEN SYRUP
WITH A DELICATE mAVOR AND SMOOTH TEXTURE 4HE
53$! DESCRIBES IT AS HAVING A hSMOKYv TASTE
'2!$% ! -%$)5- !-"%2 HAS THE
CHARACTERISTIC hMAPLEv mAVOR #ONSUMERS DESCRIBE IT
AS hA MEDIUM BODIED GOLDEN SYRUP WITH A LINGERING
MAPLE mAVORv

.EW -APLE 3YRUP 'RADES UNDER CONSIDERATION
'RADE ! 'OLDEN DELICATE TASTE
'RADE ! !MBER RICH TASTE
'RADE ! $ARK ROBUST TASTE
'RADE ! 6ERY $ARK STRONG TASTE

4PVSDF*OUFSOBUJPOBM.BQMF4ZSVQ*OTUJUVUF

'2!$% ! $!2+ !-"%2 IS A ROBUST MAPLE
SYRUP !S THE NAME IMPLIES IT IS THE DARKEST OF THE
GRADES
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)NTERNATIONAL &ACT
When folks in the U.S. think of our good neighbor to the north,
often what comes to mind are vast expanses of natural beauty. Canada
is a beautiful country, as rich in its forest resources as it is diverse in
its people.
It is not a coincidence, then, that the national symbol is the sugar
maple leaf.
The maple leaf has been a symbol of Canada since around 1700. Long
before Europeans settled the land, the aboriginal people of Canada
were harvesting maple sap for its food properties—the forerunner
of the much-loved pancake condiment, maple syrup. By 1848, the
maple leaf had been declared as an emblem of Canada by both the
newspaper -F$BOBEJFO and the Toronto literary annual, ɥF .BQMF
-FBG The maple leaf was incorporated into the 100th Regiment badge
by 1860, and Alexander Muir wrote a confederation song in 1868
titled ɥ F.BQMF-FBG'PSFWFS which was considered the national song
of Canada for decades.
The maple leaf gained even more significance during World War II;
Canadian soldiers fought under the Union Flag, and were distinguishable by the maple leaf badges they wore and displayed on their army
and naval equipment.
The official flag was hoisted for the first time February 15, 1965.
Two years later, Canada celebrated its 100th anniversary and used the
occasion to promote the new flag.
4PVSDFUPEBZJGPVOEPVUDPN

The Driving Tour
March 14 - 15
& March 21 - 22

See Page 21
for details
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Stay Connected with Your Local Servicing STIHL Retailer!

Visit www.mystihldealer.com to sign up
for the latest eNewsletters!

MAPLTE
FAC

The U.S. consumption of pure maple syrup has grown 155 percent over the last 35 years to 2.63 ounces per person annually.
Ohioans consume on average 6.6 ounces per person annually.

-ARTIN ' -ICHEL
2EGISTERED #ONSULTING &ORESTER
 #OUNTY 2OAD 
!SHLAND /HIO 
  
4OLL &REE    

Grow t
Harvest t R epl enish

t0'".BTUFS-PHHJOH$PNQBOZ
t#VZFSTPG4UBOEJOH5JNCFS
t1SPGFTTJPOBM'PSFTU
BOE8IJUFUBJM.BOBHFNFOU

contact:

%BWJE)FSTICFSHFS
Timber Procurement

FYU
Apple Creek, Ohio

“2002 O.F.A. Logger of the Year”
8JOUFS]

leaÀng out
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4HE SCIENTIlC NAME FOR SUGAR MAPLE IS !CER
SACCHARUM 4HE GENUS !CER IS ,ATIN FOR hSHARP v
WHICH PROBABLY REFERS TO THE SHARP POINTED LOBES
AND TEETH THAT THAT ARE FOUND ON THE LEAVES OF MOST
MAPLE SPECIES 4HE SPECIES SACCHARUM TRANSLATES
TO hSUGARY v REFERRING TO THE NATURE OF THE SAP THAT IT
PRODUCES IN LATE WINTER

S

ugar maple is one of five native maples commonly found in
Ohio and is one of the two maples classified as hard maple.
Black maple, the other hard maple, is much less common,
and is relatively difficult to distinguish from sugar maple. Sugar maple
can be found in all 88 Ohio counties, but is most common in our
northeastern counties where it is often the dominate species in the
canopy, reaching heights of 100 feet or more.
Like all of the maples, the buds and leaves of sugar maple are
oppositely arranged. This means that they are found in pairs on
opposite sides of branches which are also paired (figures 1 and 2).
The leaves are simple with veins
that radiate from their bases,
comparable to your outspread
fingers radiating from the palm
of your hand. Sugar maple leaves
typically have five major lobes,
with large irregularly sized and
shaped teeth between. Unlike its
soft maple cousins, it does not
have fine serrations on the lobes and large teeth. In the fall, sugar maple
can exhibit an impressive show with nearly florescent foliage colors
ranging from bright yellows to a wide range of oranges.
Another distinguishing characteristic of maples are the pairs of
winged fruits, or samaras, which resemble small helicopters when they
spiral to the ground. The paired fruits of sugar maple are approximately

one inch long and join together forming a U-shape. Occasionally,
sugar maples produce triple winged fruits. The bark of sugar maple
is irregular. On older trees, the bark forms large, thick curved plates
with a hint of salmon pink color tucked under the edges (Figure 3).
The wood of sugar maple is strong and close grained. It is light in
color and often has a tint of red. It is commonly used in furniture,
cabinets, and flooring. Sugar maple dominates all other species for use
in bowling alleys and gymnasium floors. It is also gaining in popularity
for use as baseball bats.
Sugar maple is a climax or late successional species in the forest. It
is like a marathon runner with a strategy of persisting or outlasting
the completion. Early successional or pioneer tree species like yellowpoplar, black cherry, and black walnut are the sprinters of the tree
world. They rapidly colonize disturbed areas and exhibit rapid juvenile
growth; however, they are often short-lived. In essence, sugar maple
can be compared to the tortoise in Aesop’s fable while the pioneer
species are the hare, and we all know that more often than not that
slow and steady wins the race.
Sugar maple has an amazing
number of adaptations that
allow it to successfully carry
out its strategy of persistence.
This starts with reproductive
strategies which include
prolific seed production of
several million seeds per acre,
very high germination rates of
more than 95 percent, and early seasonal germination with optimum
temperature just above freezing. New germinates produce a strong root
which is capable of penetrating even the thickest leaf litter.
The seedlings of sugar maple are very tolerant of shady conditions
and can survive for long periods at very low light levels. Under shaded
conditions, sugar maple seedlings begin growing before the over story

3UGAR MAPLE HAS AN AMAZING NUMBER OF

ADAPTATIONS THAT ALLOW IT TO SUCCESSFULLY CARRY
OUT ITS STRATEGY OF PERSISTENCE

8JOUFS]

Dave Apsley
OSU Extension Natural Resources Specialist

&IGURE  ,EAF BUDS OF SUGAR MAPLE
SHOWING OPPOSITE ARRANGEMENT ON STEM
0HOTOS COURTESY OF /35 %XTENSION

4HE STATE CHAMPION SUGAR
MAPLE IS LOCATED IN -EDINA
#OUNTY )T HAS A CIRCUMFERENCE
OF  INCHES AND
IS  FEET TALL

&IGURE  /PPOSITE BRANCHING OF
SUGAR MAPLE STEMS

begins to produce shade, and most of their growth occurs within about
three weeks. As a result, nearly all height growth is complete well before
competitors begin to actively grow. Since they are typically found in
the shade, rates of growth of saplings and pole-sized sugar maples are
also slower than most species.
As light levels increase, growth rates also increase, and once
sugar maple reaches the canopy it can grow more than two inches
in diameter per decade. Sugar maple trees can live up to 400 years
of age, outliving many competitors. As an added measure to ensure
dominance, sugar maples exude a compound that inhibits the growth
of other tree species.
Since it has the ability to regenerate in shade, sugar maple is one of
the few species that can be managed and maintained by harvesting
a small percentage of mature trees from the canopy. In sugar maple
dominated stands, individual trees removed from the canopy are
replaced by smaller ones in the mid-story, and younger trees move
up to replace them. Sugar maple and red maple are also favored by
partial cutting even in stands dominated by oak and other species.
If there is an Achilles heel for sugar maple, it is repeated disturbance
like spring fires. When fire occurs early in the spring before other
species begin to actively grow, maples are at a severe disadvantage.
With all of their food reserves above ground when fire occurs, their
likelihood of survival is considerable lower than oaks or other species
that begin to actively grow after the threat of fire has passed later in

&IGURE  ,ONG PLATEY BARK ON
THE MAIN TRUNK OF SUGAR MAPLE

the season. As a result of an overall decrease in the frequency and
intensity of harvesting activities, as well as a decline in the occurrence
of wildfire, maple species have increased considerably in dominance
in Ohio over the past several decades.
%BWF"QTMFZJT/ BUVSBM3F TPVSDFT& YUFOTJPO4 QFDJBMJTUX JUI5I F
0IJP4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZ"NPOHIJTN BOZGPSFTUSZF EVDBUJPOQSPKFDUTJT
DPPSEJOBUJOHU IF"% BZJOU IF8PPETOE'SJEBZ4 FSJFT IUUQVPTV
FEVTFPIJPXPPET GPSXPPEMBOEPXOFSTBU7JOUPO'VSOBDF4UBUF'PSFTU
%BWFTFSWFTPOUIF08+&EJUPSJBM#PBSEBOEXJMMCFXSJUJOHUIF-FBfiOH
0VUDPMVNOQSFWJPVTMZTDSJCFEGPSNBOZZFBSTCZ4DPUU$PTUFMMPɥF MBUF
)BSPME#PXFSXSPUFCFGPSF4DPUU TPU IFUSBEJUJPOPGBG PSFTUFSQFOOJOH
UIJTDPMVNODPOUJOVFT
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Field days, tours, and discovering that ęrst taste of raw
very spring, as winter begins to lose its grip on Ohio’s
woodlots, an amazing and sweet transformation starts to
take place. Over winter, the starch stored in the root system
in maple trees has sustained the tree and has been broken down
into sugar. This sugar is what will break open the buds, releasing
the current year’s leaves and promoting tree growth. Sugar season
is a short but profitable and sweet time for woodland owners to
make an income from their trees.
Capturing sap from maple trees and turning it into sweet
maple syrup has been undertaken in Ohio for hundreds of
years. During the first agricultural census in 1840, Ohio was
the top maple producer in the United States. Today, Ohio ranks
as the fifth largest producer of maple syrup in the country. At
times, maple sugar played a critical role as it was the only sugar
that many Americans could afford, like during the Civil War
when the majority of sugarcane production was in the south.
World War I and WW II also necessitated sugar rations on
the home front that made maple sugar an important sugar
substitute. Today, pure maple syrup is a luxury item that is
growing in popularity.
Maple syrup is truly a North American product. Quebec,
Canada now produces almost
80 percent of the world’s maple
syrup. Vermont, Maine, and
New York respectfully rank as
the top producers in the U.S. As
for maple producing areas, there
are four Canadian provinces
and 13 U.S. states that produce
the majority of the maple syrup.
There are many other states
that have small pockets of
production not measured by the
U.S. Department of AgricultureNational Agriculture Statistics
Service (USDA-NASS).

in 2006, a collaboration of specialists from the U.S. and Canada.
This publication is the most comprehensive gathering of the latest
knowledge and research. It is a great resource for any current
maple producer or someone thinking about getting into maple
production. The Maple Manual describes the history of maple
production, tools and equipment used in producing the sweet
crop, and managing the forest for the highest possible production.
The Maple Manual can be purchased through your county Ohio
State University Extension office or equipment dealers who
specialize in maple syrup production equipment.
Other great resources are other maple producers. Maple
producers are a small group, yet they are very willing to help anyone
interested in the potential growth of the industry. Many producers
credit their operations to fellow producers who helped them get
started. Ohio also has the Ohio Maple Producers Association
(OMPA), a nonprofit organization with a board of directors elected
to serve the best interest of all Ohio maple producers and represent
the industry on the national and international level (see article on
page 18).
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O h i o S t a t e Un i v e r s i t y
Extension Publications
produced the North American
Maple Syrup Producers Manual
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Dr. Gary Graham
OSU Extension Natural Resources Specialist
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sap are highlights of maple sugaring we can enjoy in Ohio
*TUIFSFSPPNGPSZPVUPQSPEVDF
If you have sugar maple "DFSTBDDIBSVN or red maple "DFS
SVCSVN trees, then yes, there is room for you to produce Ohio’s
sweet gold. In 2014, NASS reported that Ohio had 450,000 taps.
Yet a 2012 report from Cornell University utilizing U.S. Forest
Service and NASS data found that the potential to increase
production across the United States was astronomical, and Ohio
could potentially have over 87 million more taps. Ohio also ranks
second in syrup production efficiency following Wisconsin. That
means we have sweeter trees that produce a lot of sap.
This opportunity for growth in production comes with a
potential increase in income as well. The 2013 NASS value for
production for Ohio maple syrup was estimated at $4,250,000.
Yet if Ohio was tapping to its full potential, the economic value
would bring an almost $20 million boost to Ohio woodland
owners and the state economy. So yes, there is room to grow
the maple industry in Ohio, and room for you to become a part
of this rapidly growing forest product industry.
Maple syrup has long been considered as a luxury item, but
that trend is changing. The largest growing sector in the food

industry is locally grown foods. Consumers today are more
food conscious and want to know where their food comes
from. This plays very well into the maple syrup producer
market. According to the USDA and Agri-Food Canada,
Ohio is among the many states that consume more maple
syrup than they make by importing four times what it
produces. Ohio maple producers make such a great product
that the demand far outweighs the supply produced. So
again, yes, there is room for you within the Ohio maple syrup
production market place.

.BQMFUJNCFSWFSTVTUBQQJOH
Typically folks fall on one side or the other of this debate,
but this is one time where you can have it both ways. Unless
you have a woodlot full of veneer quality logs with no defects,
you can tap the maples and make some income until the next
opportunity to harvest financially mature saw logs. Even if
you have a few veneer trees or perfect stemmed maple trees
reserved for timber, there are still many other maples in your
woods available for tapping.
$POUJOVFEPOQBHF
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An ideal sugarbush, the common term for a maple stand used
for tapping sap, contains trees with large crowns and short stems,
and log shape is less important. Thinning practices allow crowns
to develop into as full and large as possible for increased starch
production. For the typical timber stand, producers want a dense
stand that produces tall, uniform stems for more saw timber
value. However, these trees can also be tapped for syrup. So in
a sense you can have your pancakes (i.e. saw logs) and eat them
with your own maple syrup, too. Besides, not every maple tree in
the woodlot is a potential saw log. If it is merely hanging around
for the firewood market, tap it for its sweet sap and make some
sweet income for the next 20 to 30 years, and let the grandkids
deal with making firewood.
Use a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis to help you make
economic sense for your woodlot and saw timber production.
The NPV can help you determine if you should tap your trees
or lease the woodlot for a current producer to tap the trees.
You can access this handy NPV tool at http://maple.dnr.cornell.
edu/produc/tvs/index.htm. You may conclude that maple syrup
production provides a viable alternative besides a one-time
stumpage payment for maple logs.
Tapping does wound the tree and causes a stain streak in the
sap wood. The darkened sap streak goes up and down from the
tap hole a short distance. Streaking greatly depends on the tree,
environmental conditions, and attention to pulling the taps out of
the tree as soon as the season ends. Sap
p streaks range
g from
12 to 18 inches, sometimes
appearing as far as 30 inches
in each direction. They start
out slightly larger than the tap
hole and taper off fast as they
grow away from the tap hole.
Timber buyers often do not
like to deal with the butt log
due to the tapping holes and
sap streak. Surprisingly, there is
a growing market for these butt
logs sold as distressed lumber.
Craftsman are taking these oncee
tapped trees and making them
m
into beautiful works of art. The
tap holes and sap streak make for
or
some fabulously unique pieces.

$PTUTWFSTVTWBMVF
The conundrum faced by smallallake
scale woodlot operators to make
a profit provides a strong case
ase
heir
for increasing income from their
8JOUFS]

resources by producing maple syrup. A well-managed maple stand
can produce syrup for many generations. An average Ohio tree
will produce about one quart of syrup per tap, with highly efficient
operations getting a half gallon of syrup from each tap. NASS
reported in 2013 that a quart of Ohio syrup averaged $14.70 retail
and $13.10 wholesale.
There are startup costs for equipment to collect and boil the sap,
and maybe that is not something you want to do. An option is to tap
your trees, collect the sap, and sell it to a neighboring producer for
processing. You can also lease your trees for another producer to tap
and collect the sap. This is typically based on a price paid per tap or
a partial share of the total production basis. Either way, you will be
gaining value from your woodlot in between timbering operations.
The North American Maple Syrup Producers Manual, other
publications, and the Net Present Value analysis will help you
determine your best options. The advice of a consulting forester or
ODNR forester is invaluable for considering any woodland practice.

0UIFSSFTPVSDFT
Unbiased research information from many states is readily
available on the web by using a search engine and typing in your
topic of interest, followed with the words “university extension.”
Other resources can be found throughout this issue of ɥF 0IJP
8PPEMBOE+PVSOBM.
The Ohio State University Extension Maple
Program holds Ohio Maple Days workshops
across Ohio to help maple producers or people
thinking of starting a maple operation. These
workshops are a great place to see the latest
in maple production equipment, talk to
other maple producers, and learn the latest
unbiased research-based information. A copy
of the informational flyer can be accessed at
http://holmes.osu.edu/events/2015-ohiomaple-days.

*TNBL JOHNBQMFTZSVQG PS
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That is only a question you can answer.
However, there are many sweet rewards
for you if you decide to become a sugar
maker.
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he Ohio Maple Producers
A s s o c i a t i o n ( O M PA )
represents an industry with a
storied past in Ohio. In the mid-1860s,
Ohio led the nation in maple sugar
production. Several counties produced
more sugar than the entire state of
Vermont produces today. Much of the
modern evaporation equipment now
used in maple syrup production has
their roots in Ohio’s industry.
Ohio State University Cooperative
Extension has long been a supporter
of our industry and its producers, and
was one of the major contributors to
The North American Maple Syrup
Producers Manual. Many in the maple
industry respect and reference this
publication. Ohio is well represented
in The American Maple Hall of
Fame in Crogan, New York with
Ohio represented by Ture Johnson,
ODNR (inducted in 1981); Paul
Richards, industry (1988); Dr. Randy
Heiligmann, OSU Extension (2002);
and William Brown, producer (2008).
It is a privilege and honor to represent
the maple industry of Ohio and have
some of the most progressive and
best syrup makers in the world as
members.
From its inception in 1987, the
goal of OMPA has been to have broad
representation. There are two directors
in each of the five districts and five
at-large directors, all elected to three
year terms.
The OMPA motto of connect,
educate, support, and promote Ohio
maple producers and products is the
guiding principle of our organization.
Members have opened their sugar
houses to countless groups and the
general public in an effort to educate
and promote Ohio Maple. OMPA
activities include partnering with OSU

"TTPDJBUJPO
Extension for Ohio Maple Days producer education
workshops, booths at the Ohio State Fair and the Farm
Science Review, and our annual meeting and syrup
contest. ɥ F0IJP.BQMF/FXTis published quarterly. We
are partnering with the Northwest Pennsylvania Maple
Producers and the New York Maple Producers on The
Lake Erie Maple Expo, and OMPA sponsors the Maple
Madness® Driving Trail (see article on page 21). OMPA
has worked with the Ohio Department of Agriculture
and the Ohio Legislature on industry issues.
Why join the Ohio Maple Producers Association?
The maple industry is facing challenges where a unified
voice is more important than ever. Ohio producers are
certainly blessed with proximity to our customers, and
selling quality maple syrup for most producers is not a
problem. That said, we have an inventory issue industrywide that should concern all.
OMPA was awarded a Specialty Crop Block Grant by
the USDA to promote the industry. Our goals for the
grant are three fold: first, expand the Maple Madness®
Driving Trail to help the public see our production
practices and have a maple experience; second, expand
the Driving Trail brochure for any producer to promote
their operation; and third, start a campaign to brand
Ohio maple syrup as the maple syrup preferred by Ohio
consumers.
OMPA is partnering with the Ohio Department
of Agriculture (ODA) to find common ground and
common sense answers to issues with the Food Security
Act. We hope to avoid unreasonable inspections, yet be
responsible in promoting best management practices to
deliver a gourmet product safe for consumption. OMPA
is also working with ODA to implement the new grade
standards for our industry.
A large membership base will add strength to these
partnerships. Please consider joining our organization.
Join on-line at www.ohiomaple.org.
%BO#SPXOJTBG PVSUIHFOFSBUJPOTVHBSNBLFSBOE
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Dan Brown
Ohio Maple Producers Association President
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Arrow Forest,

1505 Neubrecht Rd.
Lima, OH 45801-3123

Yard: Lima, Ohio
(614) 230-0655
Fax: (614) 230-0656
marketing@arrow-forest.com
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Genetically Superior Hardwood
Trees for your Timber Investments
New

Genetically Superior Curly Poplar

• Curly Poplar produces an attractive highly
figured wood grain that makes it valuable
as veneer
• Annual growth rates of 1 inch caliper
or more per year are expected
• Grows in wet sites
• University tested and patented

RIGHT: The original Curly
Poplar was cultivated by
Mr. Sam Grober in his yard in
Evanston, Illinois – 23 inch
diameter at 24 years old.
FAR RIGHT: A stained veneer
sample from this original tree.

Genetically Superior Black Walnut, White Oak
and Black Cherry, Grafts and Seedlings
• Grafts and seedlings from original patented Black Walnut trees
• Improved selections of White Oak and Black Cherry seedlings and grafts
• Grafted White Oak for heavy/wet soil sites

To purchase or for a free full-color
informational brochure call toll-free:

888-749-0799

www.advancedtree.com

ADVANCED TREE TECHNOLOGY
12818 Edgerton Road, New Haven, IN 46774 • 260-749-0891

MAPLTE
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Maple syrup season is spring’s promise of summer’s bounty and the fall harvest
Terese Volkmann
Ohio Maple Producers Association

W

inters are long and cold
in Ohio. But as spring
approaches, many itch to get
outdoors and start the annual
ritual of harvesting the first and
sweetest agricultural crop of the
year - maple syrup! Ohio has a deep and rich maple heritage
that many are just beginning to discover. Across Ohio, large and small
maple syrup operations come alive with activity. Tucked away in the
woods, syrup makers are busy tapping trees, collecting clear sweet
sap, and making delicious golden syrup.
For fifteen years, maple producers have joined together to open
their sugarhouses to visitors for two special weekends. It is the
Maple Madness® Driving Trail. Most of the stops are free, and the
trip makes for a great family adventure. Experienced syrup makers
answer questions and give guided tours to visitors. A drive through
the area finds pails hanging on trees collecting the sap, but many also
use tubing to bring the sap directly into the sugarhouse, saving time.
Every stop is as unique as the syrup maker.

The Maple Madness® Driving Trail, sponsored by the Ohio Maple
Producers Association and funded by the USDA 2014 Specialty
Crop Block Grant Program, provides the opportunity for people
to visit a working maple sugar house and see firsthand how pure
Ohio maple syrup is made. Tour stops range from small backyard
operations where enough syrup is made for the family’s needs to
large commercial production facilities.
The drive-it-yourself tour takes place March 14-15 and 21-22, 2015
all across the state with the most stops in northeast Ohio. Several
Saturday-only stops are at Amish sugarhouses. A highlight is that
wonderful maple sample, often warm from the evaporator where
the syrup is made.
5FSFTF7PMLNBOOM JWFTJ O(F BVHB$P VOUZJ OU IFI FBSUP G0I JPT
NBQMFTZSVQDPVOUSZ4IFJTBG SFFMBODFXSJUFSBOEBSEFOUQSPNPUPS
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find it interesting how some events go in circles. In 1898, the little
town of Scio, Ohio in Harrison County found itself in the midst of
a massive oil boom with 250 oil wells sprouting up inside the town
and over 1000 producing in the immediate area. It lasted only two years,
but today the Utica shale play is causing another oil and gas boom.
In the late 1980s, Alan Walter found himself looking for a chunk
of land to purchase to “protect.” In his mind, timber harvesting was a
bad thing and wildlife needed areas of woods to live and be safe. After
buying some land, he sought advice from ODNR, OSU Extension, and
others who talked to him about managing the resource. He gradually
started to understand how the forest works and how wildlife interacts
with it. He began to create cover for wildlife, install birdhouses, and
tackle out-of-control grapevines which had overrun the woods as a
result of prior poor forestry practices.
In the 1950s, multiflora rose was introduced into Ohio for wildlife
habitat and as a living fence. Alan found out the hard way that the
grapevine tangles had been perfect roosts for birds that gorged on
multiflora rose hops. After the grapevines were killed and sunlight
flooded the forest fl
oor,, mult
multifl
floor,
iflo
flora
or began totally overtaking his beloved
woodlands. What once was thought
to be good for the environment circled
around to not be the case, and Alan
undertook a new battle to eliminate
the invasive rose.
Throughout those struggles, though,
he continued to visit other tree farms,
read and attend educational sessions,
4PSUJOHQSPEVDUTGSPNUIFDMFBSDVU
and slowly change his perspective
PO4ZDBNPSF)JMM5SFF'BSN
from protectionism to multiple-use
management.
Today, "MBOJTUIFPX OFSP GUIF 
BDSF4ZDBNPSF)JMM5SFF'BSNBOE0IJP5SFF'BSNPGUIF
:FBS These circles in life aren’t predictable and, 25 years ago, Alan
would have never believed that one day he would clearcut some of the
timber on his property to benefit wildlife. I suspect he is no different

%FOPPO-VNCFSIBVMJOHMPHT/PUFUIF
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Jeremy Scherf
ODNR Division of Forestry
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than many woodland owners. He also would have never guessed that
a 14-acre deforestation project would be thrust upon him. This recent
development is a Utica oil well pad and a massive access road which took
out 14 acres of timber. Not to be deterred, though, he began reforesting
the road cut within months of the disturbance.
In reality, Sycamore Hill Tree Farm is a typical eastern Ohio
woodland. Evidence of the past – 117-year old oil boom scars, livestock
grazing, and timber high-grading – is there, but these are fading with
time. Timber stand improvement, timber growth, and
a careful timber harvest have improved the forest while
erasing many of the scars. Today, the forest is a mix of
sawtimber size oak and hickory, old fields now reverted to
red maple and black cherry, and a few pockets of planted
pine probably left from a high school FFA project.
Alan became involved with ECOFA, the East Central
Ohio Forestry Association, and has been an officer for
the last 15 years, playing an integral part in the success
of the group. He continues to learn through field days
and seminars and attendance at National Tree Farm
Conventions.
Alan has benefited from Environmental Quality
Incentives Program and the Conservation Stewardship
Program funding, the latter helping him create a 3-acre
clearcut to improve habitat for wildlife species dependent
upon early successional habitat, especially songbirds.
During the Tree Farm of the Year tour at Sycamore
Hill Tree Farm, you can learn how Alan marketed the
products from this small clearcut, including sawtimber,
firewood, hops poles, and fence posts. Visitors will also
enjoy learning how he has virtually eliminated multiflora
rose, and seeing the evolution of the sprayers he used to
handle the job.
Come join us on September 19th as we take a trip to
shale country in eastern Ohio to learn more about the
management of this property, fracking in the oil and gas
boom and how you should prepare for it, and how you can
manage your property for non-game wildlife species.
+FSFNZ4DIFSGIBTCFFOBTFSWJDFGPSFTUFSXJUIUIF0%/3
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Superior Hardwoods of Ohio, Inc.
Manufacturers of fine Appalachian hardwood lumber.
Professional forestland management and consulting.
Corporate Office/
Wellston Division
P.O. Box 606
Wellston, OH 43725
Phone: 740.384.5677
Fax: 740.384.2985
Barlow Division
P.O. Box 75
Vincent, OH 45784
Phone: 740.445.5046
Fax: 740.445.5049

Cambridge Division
P.O. Box 1358
Cambridge, OH 43725
Phone: 740.439.2727
Fax: 740.439.3083

McArthur Division
P.O. Box 320
McArthur, OH 45651
Phone: 740.596.2561
Fax: 740.596.2306

Parkersburg Division
1724 Mill Run Road
Parkersburg, WV 26104
Phone: 304.485.8110
Fax: 304.485.0691
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Producing the Finest in Applacian Hardwoods

,UMBER 3ALES/WNER
Marvin Yoder
2931 S. Carr Road
Apple Creek, Ohio 44606
Phone: 330-698-5333
Fax: 330-698-1333

MOISTURE PROTECTION FOR
BAREROOT AND SEEDLINGS

Email: greenlumber@embarqmail.com

Buyers of Standing Timber
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hat’s better than maple syrup?! Bourbon. Barrel. Aged.
Maple. Syrup.” That is the catch phrase that I use when
people ask about our maple syrup. When people try it, they buy
it. Think I’m exaggerating? Recently, my brother-in-law and I flew
west for the San Diego Bay Wine and Food Festival. Eight different
couples from Canada and Vermont declared their superior palette
when it comes to tasting maple syrup. “I’m warning you. I’m from
Vermont,” they would say. Or, “I’m Canadian! I’ll be the judge of
your maple syrup!”
All eight couples bought a bottle.
Although maple syrup is not cheap, it is readily available. If
you like pure maple syrup, you can buy it from hundreds of maple
farms in the northeast U.S. and Canada. Just Google “maple syrup”
and you’ll have plenty of options. But now, things have changed.
What was a readily available commodity has been enhanced to a
whole new level. How can you improve maple syrup? Age it in a
single-use bourbon barrel.
The Kentucky bourbon industry is in the midst of the largest
expansion since the end of Prohibition. America’s native spirit has
seen a growing demand from China, India, and Europe. Whiskey
is a white hot spirit. And anything barrel aged is enjoying what I
call the trickle down of “bourbonomics.” Artisans are aging any
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kind of food they can think of in bourbon barrels-- from vinegars
to beers, and even pickles.
Once an abundant by-product of the whiskey industry, used barrels
are now a hot commodity. The popularity of whiskey has generated
a demand for craft micro-distilleries – not only in Ohio – but around
the country. In fact, Ohio micro-distilleries were willing to work with
us first, helping us develop our process and flavor profile. Ohioans,
recognizing the opportunity, are on the cutting edge to stretch both
the maple and whiskey industries.
If you think about the product and what we are doing, it really
makes sense. Maple syrup is made from the sugary sap of maple
trees. The sap is boiled down and the sugars are caramelized from
the heat of the fire in the evaporation process giving unique flavor
and color. Bourbon is made from aging a clear distilled spirit in a
charred white oak barrel. The barrel charring process caramelizes
sap and sugars of the oak giving bourbon its unique color and flavor.
We are blending the flavors from maple and oak trees. And the result
is an improved maple syrup that does not contain alcohol, but the
wonderful natural flavor of two unique American traditions.
Vermont’s maple industry has held a distinct geographical
advantage with the proximity to Quebec and their strategic reserve
of maple syrup. Quebec produces a good portion of the world’s

0IJPT.BQMF4ZSVQ
maple syrup and a lot of it funnels through New England ambiguously
carrying the Vermont brand because of a Vermont mailing address.
Ohio, on the other hand, has a distinct advantage, too, bordering
Kentucky. About 95 percent of bourbon whiskey is produced in
Kentucky, making one sweet neighbor for this Ohio maple farm.
Demand has created expansion – and has led to several partnerships

Nate Bissell

with distilleries in Ohio and Kentucky alike. There is one common
thread: maple plus oak is delicious.
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FORESTRY
SOLUTIONS
THAT MEET
YOUR OBJECTIVES.
Providing solid technical and
sustainable solutions to today's
complex forestry problems.

• Free consultation and estimates
• Timber harvested by experienced loggers
• Specializing in standing oak and pine

FOREST MANAGEMENT

TIMBER SALES

FIBER SUPPLY STUDIES

INVENTORIES

FOREST CERTIFICATION

FORESTLAND ACCOUNTING

2)#+Ï3,533 Ï2&
Chillicothe, OH
Ï

Fifty Years and Growing | www.fwforestry.com
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Ohio Forestry
The Ohio Floor Company
Makes Maple an Important Part of Our Lives

T

he Ohio Floor Company is located in Shreve in Holmes
County, and is one of thousands of forest product
companies in the Buckeye State. It makes maple a common
hardwood product in our daily lives. The company is a hardwood
flooring contractor and installs and finishes hardwood floors for
both commercial and residential uses in Ohio and well beyond state
borders.
Steve Yoder, President of The Ohio Floor Company, has owned
the business since 1984 when he purchased it from his uncle, George
Bear, who operated Bear Floor Sanding in Sugarcreek. The primary
focus of the company at that time was installing and refinishing
hardwood gymnasium floors.
After purchasing the company, Steve changed the name to
Mid-Ohio Hardwood Floors, and it continued focusing on the
installation of high-end maple gymnasium floors. The company,
which moved to its current location in Shreve in 1993, steadily grew
and expanded its hardwood floor offerings. It grew to such a point
that in 2005, the business name was changed to The Ohio Floor

!LTHOUGH MAPLE IS CER TAINLY A KE Y
HARDWOOD FOR mOORING ESPECIALLY GYM
mOORS THE COMPANY WORKS WITH ALL
THE PRIMARY HARDWOODS SUCH AS OAK
WALNUT AND CHERR Y AND ANY OTHER
APPROPRIATE SPECIES AS REQUESTED
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Company to reflect its more diverse portfolio of residential and
commercial hardwood floors, with a continued emphasis on sports
floors and gymnasiums.
Steve started in the flooring business when he was 16 years
old, helping his uncle install and finish hardwood floors. He has
parlayed his 30 years of experience
into a successful hardwood floor
business known for its quality and
unique installations.
Steve stresses that custom
hardwood floors are their niche
business. “We create and install
hardwood floors that meet the
personal wishes of our clients,” he
said. “If it deals with hardwood
floors, we can do it.”
He notes many requests
for special installations, like a
current project in Columbus that

Association, INC.
John Dorka
Executive Director
Ohio Forestry Association
combines walnut with leather for a truly unique and attractive floor.
He is proud of his staff ’s high quality workmanship and believes it is
what separates The Ohio Floor Company from others.
Although maple is certainly a key hardwood for flooring,
especially gym floors, the company works with all the primary
hardwoods such as oak, walnut, and cherry, and any other
appropriate species as requested. The wood is provided in a variety
of widths and can be stained as the customer desires.
The company does not manufacture flooring but purchases
products from such Ohio companies as Sheogo in Middlefield,
Valley Flooring in Gambier, and Graf Flooring in Portsmouth.
With the company’s long history installing hardwood gymnasium
floors, it has a very interesting history of finishing and installing
a number of portable hardwood floors for NCAA basketball
tournament action, including the floors for the NCAA Final Four
in 2010 and 2012.
In 2012, the Ohio State University basketball team played on
a floor in the New Orleans Superdome as one of the Final Four
teams. The Ohio Floor Company was featured in a special pregame presentation on NBC highlighting the journey of the floor
from its origin in the woods to installation in the stadium. In
between, the program highlighted The Ohio Floor Company’s
Apple Creek warehouse, where they were shown laying out and
finishing the floor before shipping it south to Louisiana.

Floors for various NCAA tournament sites have been provided
each year since 2009, and the company will provide six floors for the
2015 tournament.
Steve believes the future of his business
looks positive, and as many in the
hardwood industry know, he is
well aware that demand for
quality hardwood products
depends predominantly
on the health of the
U.S. housing market.
When the market is
good, people are more
interested in hardwood
floors in both new
constructions
and
renovations.
The Ohio Floor
Company is a shining
example of Ohio’s forest
products industry and the
value placed on the wood grown,
manufactured, and used in our state.

2015 OFA Annual MeeƟng
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4QFDJBM%JTDVTTJPOPO'PSFTU-BOE1SPQFSUZ5BY
BOE5JNCFSɃ eft *TTVFT
All Ohio Forestry Association (OFA) members and Ohio
Tree Farmers are invited to the 2015 OFA Annual Meeting on
February 11-12, 2015 at the Embassy Suites Columbus-Dublin.
The meeting will feature presentations on the main theme of “The
Changing Business Climate for Ohio Forestry and the Hardwood
Industry.”
The Ohio Tree Farm Committee will host a silent auction to
raise funds for Tree Farm programs and there will be the Awards
Luncheon on Thursday, February 12 at which the 2015 Tree
Farmer of the Year will be recognized, along with other OFA
award winners.
On Wednesday afternoon February 11, ODNR Deputy Director

and Chief of the Division of Forestry Robert Boyles and OFA will
host a discussion on ideas to address some current forestry issues
in Ohio, including forest land property tax issues and timber theft.
The discussion will explore a possible legislative agenda to deal with
the issues, and will engage attendees with questions and ideas.
The meeting will include an interesting tour of Caretta Workspace,
a manufacturer that uses sustainably grown Ohio hardwoods to
produce unique and stylish home and corporate office furniture in
the Polaris area of northern Columbus.
If you would like to support the Tree Farm auction with
donations, please contact Alex and Abby Kindler at (740) 214-4642
or kindlerforestry@yahoo.com.
You can register on-line for the meeting at the OFA website at
http://www.ohioforest.org/?page=OFAAM.
8JOUFS]

Forestry Improvements
Helping you grow a better woodland
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Licensed & Insured
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Focus on Forest Health
4HE !SIAN ,ONGHORNED "EETLE IN /HIO
4HREATENING -APLES  -ORE
In June of 2011, an observant landowner in Clermont County’s Tate
Township made a report of strange damage to trees on his property
to an ODNR Division of Forestry service forester. This damage
was soon confirmed to have been caused by the non-native Asian
longhorned beetle (ALB). Unfortunately, these beetles had likely
been in the area for years, proliferating in the trees of the woodlots
and yards in and around the Village of Bethel, in southwest Ohio.
These insects are capable of infesting and reproducing on a wide
range of native and non-native tree species – 13 genera of trees are
known to host ALB. The list includes birch, elm, buckeye, hackberry,
and willow, with maples being a preferred host in Ohio.
The reason Asian longhorned beetle is such a concern for the
health and viability of Ohio’s landscapes and forests is that, like so
many other invasive species, our native species and ecosystems have
not co-evolved with it. There are few native predators in Ohio that
feed on ALB. Those organisms that might eat ALB, like woodpeckers,
do not specialize on them, and do not keep their populations below
tree-killing levels. The trees that are hosts for ALB have never had
to defend themselves against such an insect, and therefore, have no
natural defense against them.
We have witnessed similar scenarios with invasives like the
chestnut blight fungus, the fungi that cause Dutch elm disease,
hemlock woolly adelgid, and of course emerald ash borer. There
are many longhorned beetles similar to ALB that are native to Ohio
(whitespotted borer, northeastern pine sawyer, cottonwood borer,
etc.), but they do not cause mortality in healthy trees. These native
insects and our native tree species have been interacting over millennia, and have developed strategies to survive with one another.
Our native longhorned beetles can typically only survive on trees
that are stressed or have recently died. With no evolutionary history between ALB
AL and our native trees, the trees are defenseless and
healthy
trees can be kkilled.
h
Native to China, Korea, and Taiwan, ALB has one generation
summer, adult females chew
t
per year. In the summ
several
dozen oviposition pits in the bark of
s
which
a host tree, usually the tree from w
tthe adult emerged, where she lays
a single egg. A week or two

5PN.BDZ
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later, the larvae hatch and begin feeding, tunneling just beneath the
bark of the tree. The larvae can grow to 2 inches in length, and are
soft-bodied, creamy white in color, with a brown head capsule. Larvae tunnel deep into the tree’s heartwood to overwinter and pupate
after months of feeding on the phloem and cambial tissue.
As the larvae feed, they produce sawdust-like excrement, or frass.
This frass is pushed out of the larval tunnels where it collects in
branch crotches or on the ground at the base of the tree. Over the
summer months, adult beetles bore out of their host trees, leaving
behind perfectly round exit holes, roughly the diameter of a dime.

5IFTJUVBUJPOJO0IJPIBTQSFTFOUFEOFXDIBMMFOHFT
UPFSBEJDBUJPO BTCFFUMFTBSFJOGFTUJOHUSFFTJOMBSHF
XPPEMPUTBOEGPSFTUQBUDIFT
Adults can be ¾ to 1¼ inches long and glossy black with irregular
white spots on their wing covers, which is the reason they are sometimes referred to as the “starry night beetle.” They also have banded
black and white antennae that are longer than the length of their body.
It is the feeding activity of ALB that causes decline and mortality
of its host trees. The larval feeding disrupts the conductive tissue of
the tree, cutting off the flow of water and nutrients between leaves
and roots. The extensive tunneling by larvae and emerging adults
weakens the structural integrity of branches and can cause significant
branch breakage and wounding injury to infested trees. The time
it takes ALB to kill a tree depends on the size and condition of the
infested tree, but generally trees will succumb after several years of
infestation and repeated generations of ALB.
Exactly how this forest pest got to Clermont County may never be
known, although a long out-of-business distributing facility that was
located near ground zero of the infestation could be to blame. Used
wood packing materials had been discarded on site. Regardless of
how it arrived, swift action had to be taken to minimize the damage
of the insect, and hopefully eradicate it from the state.
Ohio is not alone in battling this beetle as there are currently
three other ALB eradication programs ongoing in North America:
Brooklyn, Queens, and Long Island in New York City; Worcester,
Broo
Massachusetts; and Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Because the beetle
Ma
does not fly far, and tends to stay very close to the tree from which
do
iit emerged, there is hope of eradication. Successful eradications
have been achieved in Chicago, Illinois in 2008 and Jersey City,
New Jersey in 2013. Unfortunately, people are to blame for the long
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF
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Focus on Forest Health Continued…
distance movement of this pest. In fact, two small satellite infestations
potential for ALB to infest trees on their land.
of ALB discovered outside of the core infested area in Tate Township
Before 2011, all known ALB infestations occurred in predominantly
were directly traced back to the movement of firewood from the core
urban and residential settings. The situation in Ohio has presented
infestation.
new challenges to eradication, as beetles are infesting trees in large
woodlots and forest patches. Unfortunately, many woodlots in Tate
In Clermont County, ground and climbing crews are working hard
Township are young stands with a large component of red and silver
to find all infested trees and remove them. The Ohio Department of
maple, which are preferred hosts of ALB. A restoration effort by the
Agriculture (ODA) and USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Division of Forestry was initiated in 2012 and, to date, has distribService (APHIS) have established a 61-square mile quarantine area
uted over 1,200 non-host trees to landowners in Clermont County
and taken the lead on Ohio’s ALB eradication project. The quarantine
that have had infested trees removed. Special ALB Environmental
makes it illegal to move items such as firewood, nursery stock, and
Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) funding was also allocated by the
logs of host tree species out of the quarantined area.
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service in 2014 to affected
A recent grant from the USDA Forest Service will fund the ODNR
landowners for activities such as invasive plant removal and tree plantDivision of Forestry’s outreach and survey for ALB across the state.
ing. Eradication of ALB from Ohio will require years of survey and
As of December 2014, 1.39 million trees had been inspected for ALB,
infested tree removals, but this effort is necessary to
15,359 infested
protect our forests and landscapes. Any potential
trees had been
sightings of ALB should be reported to ODA and
found, and of
5IFMJTUJODMVEFTCJSDI FMN CVDLFZF IBDLCFSSZ BOE
USDA APHIS by calling 1-866-702-9938 or by
those, 13,878
XJMMPX XJUINBQMFTCFJOHBQSFGFSSFEIPTUJO0IJP
visiting asianlonghornedbeetle.com.
had been removed. All
infested trees are ground into chips inside the
quarantine area to ensure the destruction of any
life stage of the insect.
While the ground and climbing crews are experts at identifying even lightly infested trees, it is
not realistic for every infested tree to be identified
in a single survey. Because of this, surveys are
repeated at the same property in order to identify trees that were infested and not identified in
the first survey or became infested after the first
survey. Landowners in the quarantine area have
the option to have all ALB host tree species on
their property removed, thereby eliminating the

"TJBOMPOHIPSOFECFFUMFPWJQPTJUJPOTJUFTBOE
FYJUIPMFT1IPUPDPVSUFTZ+PF#PHHT 046&YUFOTJPO

#FDBVTF"-#BEVMUTFNFSHFGSPNEFFQXJUIJOBCSBODI
PSUSVOL BQFODJMDBOCFJOTFSUFEUPBEFQUIPGBUMFBTU
JODIJOUPUIFFYJUIPMFmUIJTJTVTFGVMJOEJTUJOHVJTIJOH
"-#FYJUIPMFTGSPNUIPTFPGPUIFSXPPECPSJOHJOTFDUT
1IPUPDPVSUFTZPG3VUHFST6OJWFSTJUZ
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COLDWELL TIMBER CONSULTING, LLC.
"We Represent the Interests of the Forest Landowner"
• Timber Sales
• Forest Management Plans
• Timber Appraisals
• Pipeline & Well Pad Timber Appraisal

(330) 831-4374

jedcoldwell@yahoo.com
www.coldwelltimberconsulting.com
33759 Hull Road, Salineville, Ohio 43945
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OWJ Sponsors Needed
#F"1SPVE4QPOTPSPG08+
4HE EDITORIAL BOARD OF The Ohio Woodland Journal IS LOOKING FOR BUSINESSES OR INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE WILLING TO
SPONSOR ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS OF THE Journal FOR ALL OF THEIR COUNTY PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES 0ARTIAL SPONSORSHIPS ARE CERTAINLY
WELCOMED FROM THOSE WHO RESIDE IN URBAN COUNTIES WITH NUMEROUS SCHOOL DISTRICTS
)NDIVIDUAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES ARE  PER YEAR FOR FOUR ISSUES %ACH HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL WILL RECEIVE A LETTER PRIOR TO THEIR lRST ISSUE OF
The Ohio Woodland Journal ANNOUNCING THAT YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS IS GENEROUSLY SUPPORTING THE COUNTYS SCHOOLS BY SUPPLYING FOUR FREE ISSUES
TO THEIR LIBRARY 9OU WILL ALSO BE LISTED IN THE Journal AS A SPONSOR
)F YOU WOULD LIKE TO ASSIST IN PLACING THE Journal IN YOUR COUNTY SCHOOLS OR NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
0AM %DWARDS /&!  ( "RANDYWINE "LVD :ANESVILLE /HIO  s    s PEDWARDS OFlNGERCOM

5IBOLTUPUIFGPMMPXJOHCVTJOFTTFT PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 
BOEJOEJWJEVBMTXIPTQPOTPSUIF08+GPSUIFTFDPVOUJFT
(AMMAN .OBLE "OYCE &ARMS ,,# !SHLAND  (URON
%D - !DERER  !THENS
!NITA *AMES !THENS
-EADOWVIEW &ARM !THENS
"ELMONT #OUNTY 37#$ "ELMONT
"ROWN #OUNTY 37#$ "ROWN
,YNN  4IM 7ILSON"ROWN
*OHN 3OMMER #ARROLL
-ILAN #ARNES  #HAMPAIGN  ,OGAN
4IVERTON 4IMBER 4REE &ARM #OSHOCTON  -ONROE
$ElANCE #OUNTY 37#$  $ElANCE
$AVE /RNDORF  $ELAWARE &RANKLIN -ARION  -ORROW
$EER (AVEN ,TD 4REE &ARM  &AYETTE
3TEVE -C'INNIS &RANKLIN #OUNTY
*OHN $ORKA &RANKLIN  3UMMIT
&ULTON #OUNTY 37#$&ULTON
-ARK (ISSA  'EAUGA
'REENE #OUNTY 37#$ 'REENE
(ANCOCK #OUNTY 37#$ (ANCOCK
$AVID 2EESE  -ARK 3HICK  (ANCOCK
$ENNIS  *AN "ISHOP (ANCOCK (ENRY -ARION  7OOD
$UCKWORTH &ARMS (IGHLAND
2ICHARD  -ERRY 0ETERSON (OCKING
-ARK 0UHL (OCKING
 * &ARM (OLMES
*ACKSON #OUNTY 37#$ *ACKSON
0HILLIP #HASE +NOX

3OUTHERN /HIO &ORESTLAND !SSN  ,AWRENCE 0IKE  2OSS
#HRIS (ODGSON ,ICKING
,UCAS #OUNTY 37#$  ,UCAS
2OBERT #ARTWRIGHT-AHONING
$OYLE -ELICK  -EIGS
$AVID  0AMELA 3CHATZ -EIGS
-IAMI #OUNTY 37#$  -IAMI
!NNETTE #HAVEZ  'REG $AVIS -ONTGOMERY
-IKE  6ICKIE +ILROY-ONTGOMERY  0REBLE
-ICHAEL 4HOMAS -ORGAN  .OBLE
7ILLIAM (OUK -ORROW
-USKINGUM #OUNTY 37#$  -USKINGUM
3ANDUSKY #OUNTY 37#$ /TTAWA 3ANDUSKY  3ENECA
'AILEN -AXWELL0ERRY
-IKE "ESONEN0IKE
.EAL (ILL 4REE &ARM 0ORTAGE
*ACK 3EDLAK 0ORTAGE
3CHULTEgS ,OGGING 0UTNAM
$AVE %MBREE  2OSS
%#/&! 4USCARAWAS
5NION #OUNTY 37#$ 5NION
7AYNE  ,YNN /NEY 6INTON
6INTON #OUNTY 37#$ 6INTON
7ARREN #OUNTY 37#$  7ARREN
7AYNE #OUNTY 37#$  7AYNE
7ALTER  $ONNA ,ANGE  7ILLIAMS
$R $0 3MITH7YANDOT

Subscription Form
The Ohio Woodland Journal
You may subscribe to The Ohio Woodland Journal for $15.00 per year.
Four issues per year are printed: February, May, August, November 
Send a check for $15.00 made out to:
The Ohio Woodland Journal c/o Ohio Forestry Association
1100-H Brandywine Boulevard, Zanesville, Ohio 43701

phone 888-388-7337
Name_______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
___________________________________________________
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Ohio Woodland Journal

Ad Rates
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1/8 pg.
1/4 pg.
1/2 pg.
1 pg.

4JOHMF*OTFSUJPO 'PVS*OTFSUJPOT
$ 60
$ 220
$ 90
$ 300
$155
$ 500
$300
$ 990
 1SFNJVN3BUFT
(inside front cover, inside back cover,
outside back cover, and center pages)
1/8 pg.
$100
$ 350
1/4 pg.
$200
$ 700
1/2 pg.
$300
$1,000
1 pg.
$500
$1,750
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Tom Mills
Advertising Manager
ɥ F0IJP8PPEMBOE+PVSOBM
Ohio Tree Farm Committee
Phone: 419-423-3422
email: trmills67@att.net

Protecting the Environment
AEP is committed to balancing the growing demand for electricity with our responsibility to
protect the environment. As one of the largest electric utilities in the U.S., we are proud of
maintaining an impressive record of environmental stewardship while delivering electricity
to more than 5 million customers in 11 states.
Through our woodland management programs, we have planted more than 60 million trees
on company land, enhanced wildlife habitats and maintained clean waterways. Our 42,000acre ReCreation Land in southeastern Ohio features more than 350 lakes and ponds and offers
380 no-cost campsites for public use.
Our long-standing partnerships with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of
Wildlife and other groups help AEP fulfill its mission of caring for our customers, supporting
business and commerce, building strong communities and protecting the environment.
To learn more, visit www.AEP.com/environmental
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